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Edgar Award-winner Harlan Coben brings us his most astonishing-and deeply personal-
novel yet. And it all begins when Myron Bolitar's ex tells him he's a father ... of a dying 
thirteen-year-old boy.

Myron never saw it coming. A surprise visit from an ex-girlfriend is unsettling enough. But 
Emily Downing's news brings him to his knees. Her son Jeremy is dying and needs a bone-
marrow transplant-from a donor who has vanished without a trace. Then comes the real 
shocker: The boy is Myron's son, conceived the night before her wedding to another man.

Staggered by the news, Myron plunges into a search for the missing donor. But finding him 
means cracking open a dark mystery that involves a broken family, a brutal kidnapping 
spree, and the FBI. Somewhere in the sordid mess is the donor who disappeared. And as 
doubts emerge about Jeremy's true paternity, a child vanishes, igniting a chain reaction of 
heartbreaking truth and chilling revelation.
Myron Bolitar's father's recent heart attack brings Myron smack into a midlife encounter 
with issues of adulthood and mortality. And if that's not enough to turn his life upside down, 
the reappearance of his first serious girlfriend is. The basketball star turned sports agent, 
who does a little detecting when business is slow, is saddened by the news that Emily 
Downing's 13-year-old son is dying and desperately needs a bone marrow transplant; even 
if she did leave him for the man who destroyed his basketball career, he wouldn't wish tsuris 
like that on anyone. And he's not at all interested in getting involved with Emily again, not 
even to track down the one mysterious donor who may be able to save the boy. But when 
Myron learns that Jeremy Downing is his own son, conceived the night before Emily and 
Greg Downing married, he embarks on a search for someone who disappeared a lifetime 
ago. And what he finds leads him to a powerful family determined to keep an old secret, a 
disgraced reporter who may have plagiarized a novel to create a serial killer, a very 
interested FBI agent, and a missing child. 
 This is the seventh outing in a series that's been gaining in popularity since Bolitar's first 
appearance, in Harlan Coben's Deal Breaker. Myron's a bit of a baby, but he's not afraid to 
get rough when the situation calls for it, he's eminently likable, and his heart's in the right 
place. The fireworks are supplied by his friend and partner, Win, who really deserves a 
series of his own, and Esperanza, the lesbian wrestler-lawyer who has finally talked Myron 
into making her a partner in the business. Like Coben's other Bolitar novels, she's worth 
every penny. --Jane Adams
6 1.5-hour cassettes
Other Books
Seeds of Fear, Plant yourself under the covers and get ready for Seeds of Fear, fifth in the 
ground- breaking Hot Blood erotic horror anthology series. Pinup queen Brinke Stevens 
delivers the Introduction, and 19 original stories cultivated by editors Jeff Gelb and Michael 
Garrett follow. Terror and titillation reach full, florid bloom as Bentley Little invites you to 
“See Marilyn Monroe’s Panties!,” Ronald Kelly introduces a “Scream Queen” you won’t soon 
forget, Edward Lee follows his Stoker-nominated “Mr. Torso” (HB4) with “Grub-Girl” and 
award-winning author P. D. Cacek (Stoker, World Fantasy) welcomes her “Devil With a Blue 
Dress."
�����. Other  books  by Jeff Gelb and Michael Garrett The Hot Blood  Books  HOT BLOOD 
HOTTER BLOOD* HOTTEST BLOOD* DEADLY AFTER  DARK * SEEDS OF  FEAR * 
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STRANGER BY NIGHT* CRIMES OF PASSION*  FEAR  THE FEVER* KISS AND KILL* HOT 
BLOOD X FATAL ..."
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